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ABSTRACT 

According to the American Art Therapy Association, art therapy works by utilizing various 

techniques that incorporate the “kinesthetic, sensory, perceptual, and symbolic” methods through 

visual expression (“How art therapy works,” 2017). These four experiences are all components 

of the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC), which focuses on a bipolar and hierarchal 

relationship. The relationship between them demonstrates six different ways of processing 

information in a stepwise approach in an attempt to release blocked energy and create flow. This 

unstructured and fluid experience has been helpful in treating trauma symptoms by meeting 

clients where they currently were. In contrast, the Graphic Narrative (GN) is a structured, 

cognitive approach to the treatment of trauma. It is intended to process trauma through the 

eliminating of intrusive thoughts by putting memories in the past. This research study explored 

the benefits and limitations of the unstructured framework of the ETC with the structured 

framework of the Graphic Narrative through a survey and follow-up interviews with art 

therapists who use one or both methods, for the treatment of trauma, and reduction of trauma 

symptoms, and found four themes that emerged from the data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

“Until you make the unconscious conscious, 

it will direct your life and you will call it fate.” 

― C.G. Jung 

The inspiration for this research study was the organic way in which the researcher used 

art throughout her life in order to diminish the negative effects of personal trauma.  Unaware of 

the therapeutic outcome at the time, the researcher had experienced the innate healing qualities 

of expressing energy on paper without words in a way that would come to be known as a 

kinesthetic/sensory.  When trauma occurs in a pre-verbal stage of development, it has been said 

to be stored in the right hemisphere of the brain (Hass-Cohen, Findlay, Carr, & Vanderlan, 2014; 

Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  Experimenting with art materials provided natural 

kinesthetic/sensory happenings that acted as, a release for tension, a way to self-soothe, and a 

way to increase emotional awareness about feelings.  These three benefits of art making are 

examples of emergent functions within the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC; Hinz, 2009; 

Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).   

As the researcher matured, she continued to explore the world through various 

experiences that reflected components of the ETC.  The perceptual/affective component was 

remembered in organized forms within sketchbooks.  Safe expressions of strong emotions were 

expressed as they arose throughout the years.  The expressions were related to traumatic 

experiences demonstrated through the use of various drawing media.  There were also times that 

drawings were made that were cognitive/symbolic in nature, and depicted sequential events of 

some experiences across the lifespan.   The cognitive/symbolic component also depicted 
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imagination drawings with possible outcomes for different forms of action options within various 

situations (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  

The ETC was also experienced as a way to further clinical work by helping to expand 

functioning through the introduction of different art materials and processes.   This process 

encouraged movement to an adjacent component on the continuum.  From the perceptual, a 

client might be encouraged toward affective or even cognitive experiences, for healing to occur 

(Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).   

Another perspective on trauma treatment explored was the Graphic Narrative (GN), 

developed by Tinnin and Gantt (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Howie, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 

2013).  The GN differed from the ETC in that it was a more structured framework.  The GN was 

seen as a valuable tool for the treatment of trauma, and a way to unblock pre-verbal memories 

(Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; 

Tinnin & Gannt, 2013).  Evidence of GN elements were also seen in reflection of the researchers 

sketchbook.  The art depicted verbal and non-verbal stories of trauma; these narrative drawings 

were often incomplete.  They were rarely drawn from start to finish, and often depicted a simple 

moment in time.  According to Gantt & Tinnin (2007, 2009), the success of the GN was based on 

drawing a coherent narrative, with a beginning, middle, and an end, in order to bring closure, and 

reprocessing the traumatic event in the left hemisphere of the brain.  The GN has also been used 

to help clients put their traumatic experiences in the past by depicting the events through from 

the viewpoint of an observer (Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).   

Both frameworks to art therapy have shown effectiveness in improving symptoms 

associated with pre-verbal trauma.   Without adhering to any formal methodology, the researcher 

intuitively demonstrated elements in her own art that could be reflected upon through both the 
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GN and the ETC as a way to heal from her own trauma.  This experience prompted the 

researcher to want to better understand art therapists’ experiences working within the GN and the 

ETC, and to explore the similarities and differences between the two frameworks, through the 

experience of the participants.   

Problem Statement 

Based on a thorough exploration of the literature, few studies have been conducted in the 

field of art therapy, specifically related to trauma (Friedman, Cohen, Foa & Keane, 2009; 

Johnson, 2009a; Kaiser & Deaver, 2013; Naff, 2014).  The research that is available 

overwhelmingly supports the positive effects of art making on trauma symptoms (Appleton, 

2001; Backos & Pagon, 1999; Chapman, Morabito, Ladakakos, Schreier, and Knudson, 2001; 

Gantt & Tinnin 2007; Tinnin, Bills, & Gantt, 2002).   

 Two effective frameworks that have successfully been used in the treatment of trauma 

symptoms are the ETC and the GN.   Gantt & Tinnin (2007; 2009) have studied the effectiveness 

of the GN on populations suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), as well as the 

effects trauma can have on the brain, and the positive results art therapy can have on treatment 

(American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013).  However, little information was available 

regarding the perspective of art therapists implementing these two frameworks in the field.   

Although little research has been done on the ETC, Haeyen, van Hooren & 

Hutschemaekers (2017) studied the effects of unstructured art directives and the use of various 

media on patients with personality disorders.   The 2017 study was based on a previous 

randomized controlled trial (RCT) that was conducted on patients who were diagnosed with 

Personality Disorder (PD). The original qualitative study, conducted by Haeyen, van Hooren, 

and Hutschemaekers (2015), found that art therapy positively impacted the participants. The 
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follow-up study, conducted by Haeyen, van Hooren, van der Veld, and Hutschemaekers (2017), 

sought to explore the causal relationship between art therapy and the positive therapeutic effects 

that resulted from the initial RCT.	

The RCT conducted by  Haeyen et al. (2017) which studied the efficacy of  art therapy on 

individuals with PD, concluded that optimal results were achieved when interventions focused on 

a “clear generic treatment structure; objectives that fit the patient’s goals; (and) a therapeutic 

style that fits these objectives” (Haeyen, Kleijberg, & Hinz, p. 5).  When art therapists were 

interviewed as part of the study, they concluded that patients were working from a ‘top-down,’ 

or ‘bottom-up’ approach, depending on what emotions were blocked, and where they currently 

were on the ETC (Haeyen et al., 2017).  The materials and directives had a healing effect by 

regulating emotions, and helping clients move up or down the continuum, depending on where 

they originally began (Haeyen et al., 2017). 

Research Questions 

This study will add to a growing understanding of the effectiveness of art therapy on the 

treatment of trauma by exploring the similarities and differences between the ETC and the GN.  

This qualitative study was conducted by surveying more than100 art therapists across the 

country.  The survey screened out those who did not use either the ETC, and/or the GN when 

treating populations who have suffered a traumatic experience.  The art therapist participants 

were invited to participate in follow-up interviews about their practices; and report on positive 

and negative experiences working with each modality.  The study questions included information 

about assessments, art assignments, materials used, preferred approaches to the art therapy 

process, and emotions evoked in patients.  Per written instructions given at the beginning of the 

onlinef, participants were given the opportunity to read the transcriptions of their verbal 
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responses via email, and if necessary, make revisions, in order to meet the requirement of 

credibility.   

Research question.  How do art therapists working in the field view the similarities and 

differences in using the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) versus the Graphic Narrative 

(GN) in the reduction of trauma symptoms? This thesis reported on the information gathered 

from the art therapists who utilized either the ETC and/or the GN, and explored the perceptions 

and opinions to find out why one framework may be preferred over another, and also, how both 

frameworks could be used as a form of treatment.  It sought to explore differences and 

perceptions of results on patient symptom reduction from the various frameworks.   Semi-

structured interviews were conducted after surveys were gathered to get a deeper understanding 

as to art therapist’s preferences, and specifically how each framework was used to reduce trauma 

symptoms through the use of art therapy.   

Basic Assumptions 

 Important to the foundation of this research were the following basic assumptions: For 

this survey, trauma was defined as, “any event that has a lasting negative effect on the self or the 

psyche” (Shapiro & Forrest, 2004, p.  14).   The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (5th ed.; DSM–5; APA, 2013) defined trauma as a stress reaction to a negative event.  

When something happened that was outside mental processing capabilities, like trauma, the 

verbal and non-verbal memories lacked a coherent sequence or connection, and were likely to be 

encoded in the brain as a widespread feeling or perception that something has happened, with 

almost no access to, or way to unlock, those implicit memories (Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).   

This study adheres to the belief that the cerebral cortex (the brain) is separated into two 

cerebral hemispheres; the left hemisphere and the right hemisphere (Shore, 2014).  The left 
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hemisphere has been associated with language, as well as things that are competitive, analytical, 

and detail oriented; while the right hemisphere was described as being impulsive and emotional 

(Shore, 2014).  When trauma occurred, and right hemisphere development was disrupted, 

especially at a younger age, the ability to connect to others became more difficult (Shore, 2014).  

When the world seemed unsafe, it was difficult for trauma victims to develop a healthy sense of 

self.   The disrupted boundaries could result in indifference toward others, emotional 

deregulation, and an inability to identify what was happening (Shore, 2014). 

Trauma memories were believed to be stored in the right hemisphere of the brain, like 

visual movies, and caused emotional disruption and elevated stress levels (Schore, 2013).  

Trauma memories tended to be more sensory than verbal, and because they felt like they are 

happening in the here and now, “they fail to integrate with an individual’s existing 

autobiographical memories” (Hass-Cohen et al., 2014).  Furthermore, continued stress and 

anxiety make it even more difficult to verbally recall these traumatic memories (Brewin, 

Gregory, Lipton, & Burgess, 2010; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014).   The use of art materials, repetitive 

art directives, cognitive restructuring, and visual and verbal storytelling have been seen as aiding 

in moving traumatic memories to the past; transferring them from the right hemisphere to the left 

hemisphere of the brain, allowing some power and control over memories to be reclaimed (Hass-

Cohen et al., 2014; Johnson, Lahad, & Gray, 2009).  Art making can provide the opportunity to 

build resilience, coping skills, and a new perspective (Hass et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2009).  

Both hemispheres of the brain had to be integrated in order to achieve successful trauma 

recovery, and this balance has been seen to be improved through art therapy (Cozolino, 2002; 

Gantt & Tinnin, 2009; Hinz, 2009; Johnson, 2000; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Naff, 2014; Riley, 

2004).   
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Statement of Purpose 

Balance between the left and right hemispheres can be achieved through many art 

directives and frameworks; however, the purpose of this study was to explore the similarities and 

differences between the ETC and the GN approaches when used to treat trauma, from the 

participants’ perspectives.  The researcher used a questionnaire to gain information from expert 

art therapists in the field to see specifically when each modality was most effective, and how 

clients responded.  Art therapy has been successful in the restructuring of cognitive functioning, 

and of reorganizing and integrating traumatic narratives (Gantt & Tinnin, 2009; Naff, 2014).  

However, some clients have a difficult time re-experiencing their trauma, and need the flexibility 

of the ETC to meet them where they currently are, and to gently move them along the 

continuum. (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016). 

The goal of this study was to explore art therapists’ use of the ETC and GN in the 

treatment of trauma.  It sought to identify populations served by each modality, find specific 

directives to help reduce trauma symptoms, and explore art therapist’s choice to work with the 

framework they did.  The study illustrated when each framework could be most effective by 

asking the experts who have experience with either one or the other (or both), in their daily 

practice.  The research also showed that there is a relationship between participants’ preference 

for one framework over another, and the use of art assessments. The purpose of this survey was 

to increase knowledge on the use of the ETC and the GN in art therapy treatment of trauma and 

trauma symptoms.    

Definition of Terms 

Bipolar is a relationship between two opposing ideas that are near opposites of one 

another (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016). 
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Cognitive Functioning includes all brain activities that involve rational thought, 

memorization, and verbal articulation, in an attempt to gain knowledge (Gantt & Tinnin, 2009).   

Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) is a visual expression framework utilized in art 

therapy that consists of three levels (Kinesthetic/Sensory, Perceptual/Affective, and 

Cognitive/Symbolic (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & 

Hinz, 2016). 

Flow refers to a psychological state characterized by focused attention in which time 

either speeds up or stands still; when a feeling of joy and pride are experienced; and mental 

wellbeing is achieved during a particular activity (Chilton, 2013; Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 

2016).   

Graphic Narratives (GN) are visual representations of traumatic experiences created in a 

way that displays them as if they are chronological events that occurred in the past (Gantt & 

Tinnin, 2007; Howie, 2016).   

Integrating is the process of taking disorganized thoughts and ideas and combining them 

to form something whole and unified (Howie, 2016). 

Psyche includes the conscious and unconscious mind, including the mind, spirit, and soul 

(Johnson, 2009b). 

Stepwise refers to a process that advances gradually (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 

2016). 

Survival Mentality is triggered by hormones in the brain when a person is exposed to 

stress or trauma, and they see the world or others as being untrustworthy and unsafe.  Typically 

the “fight or flight” response is initiated with survival mentality, and people behave in a way that 
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is self-protective and adaptive to the situation they find themselves in, in order to help them stay 

alive.  (Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Lawson, 2014). 

Trauma is described for this pilot study as, “any event that has a lasting negative effect 

on the self or the psyche” (Shapiro & Forrest, 2004, p.  14).   
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CHAPTER II 

Literature Review 

A review of the literature was conducted to synthesize existing research on the topics of 

the Expressive Therapies Continuum and the Graphic Narrative; to explore the differences and 

similarities between the two frameworks, and to better understand the ways in which both are 

successful in the reduction of trauma symptoms within the field of art therapy.  The following 

literature review encompassed trauma, the Expressive Therapies Continuum, and the Graphic 

Narrative.   

Trauma 

What is trauma? Medical doctors use the term “trauma” to refer to sudden injuries to 

the body that require immediate medical attention (University of Florida Health, 2018).  

However, this study focused on trauma as it related to the field of behavioral health.  The 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) broadly defined 

trauma as the result of  

an event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is experienced by an individual as 

physically or emotionally harmful or life threatening and that has lasting adverse effects 

on the individual’s functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-

being (2014, p. 7).   

According to Boals and Schuettler (2009), it was not the traumatic events that were so 

devastating to the individual, but rather, how the person processed and reacted to those events.  

Smaller, less significant traumas, referred to as little “t” traumas, were as emotionally disturbing 

as big “T” traumas, depending on the way the person processed the information (Miller-Karas, 

2015; Naff, 2014; Shapiro and Forrest, 2004).  A little “t” traumas have been described as being 
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bullied at school, or having a surgery or mental procedure; while examples of big “T” trauma 

included losing a home in a flood, or being a victim of rape (Miller-Karas, 2015; Naff, 2014; 

Shapiro and Forrest, 2004).  For this study, the researcher used two classic definitions for 

trauma; the first was written by Shapiro and Forrest (2004), and stated that trauma is, “any event 

that has a lasting negative effect on the self or the psych” (p. 14).   

 The researcher also used Herman’s older definition for trauma, because it was detailed, 

and inclusive.  Herman (1992) defined psychological trauma as: 

an affiliation of the powerless.  At the moment of trauma, the victim is rendered helpless 

by overwhelming force.  When the force is that of nature, we speak of disasters.  When 

the force is that of other human beings, we speak of atrocities.  Traumatic events 

overwhelm the ordinary systems of care that give people a sense of control, connection, 

and meaning… Unlike commonplace misfortunes, traumatic events generally involve 

threats to life or bodily integrity, or a close personal encounter with violence and death.  

They confront human beings with the extremities of helplessness and terror, and evoke 

the responses of catastrophe (p. 33). 

Different Types of Trauma 

PTSD.  According to the  APA (DSM-5, 2013), Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

criteria is met when a person is exposed to (by being a victim, and/or witnessing), “actual or 

threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence” in at lease one of four specific ways; along 

with recurrent/avoidant symptoms, as well as “negative alterations in cognitions and mood;” 

“marked alterations in arousal and reactivity;” “significant distress or impairment;” and 

symptoms that have lasted for a minimum of one month, and are not attributable to any other 

substance or condition (pp. 271-272).  However, according to Boals and Schuettler (2009), many 
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patients seek treatment for PTSD because they are adversely affected for more than a month by 

exposure to a life-altering event that is not recognized by the APA as a legitimate cause of the 

disorder. For instance, patients might be significantly distressed by the death of a spouse, or a 

difficult divorce, and could experience symptoms associated with PTSD, even though they do 

not meet the specific criteria outlined in the DSM-5 for a clinical diagnosis (Boals & Schuettler, 

2009; Cameron, Palm, & Folette, 2010).   Clients who do not technically meet a DSM diagnosis 

for PTSD  may still experience any number of PTSD symptoms, including: nightmares, 

unwanted or upsetting memories/intrusive thoughts, flashbacks, feelings of isolation, irritability 

or aggression, a heightened startle reaction, difficulty concentrating, and difficulty sleeping 

(APA, 2013).  In fact, it is the patient’s emotional response, and perception to the traumatic 

event, that is significant for a therapeutic determination, and can have a greater impact on 

emotional and physical wellbeing (Boals and Schuettler, 2009; Cameron, Palm, & Folette, 2010; 

Martin, Cromer, DePrince, & Freyd, 2013; Miller-Karas, 2015).   

ASD.  Acute Stress Disorder (ASD) is characterized by acute symptoms that occur 

immediately after someone is exposed to a traumatic event, either directly or indirectly, similarly 

to the DSM-5 criteria for PTSD.  However, ASD symptoms only last for three days to one month 

in length, and include a minimum of nine additional symptoms, including: intrusion symptoms 

which are defined as unwanted and involuntary thoughts that are like re-experiencing the 

memory over again; negative mood, which is described as a depressed feeling state; dissociative 

symptoms which is defined as the feeling that your body doesn’t belong to you, or you are 

disconnected from the world; avoidance symptoms characterized as actively attempting to 

withdraw or limit feelings or experiences associated with the trauma; and/or arousal symptoms, 

which are exaggerated startle responses (APA, 2013).  Typically, clients with ASD experience 
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severe anxiety, and are reactive to traumatic triggers (APA, 2013).  Individuals who  experience 

acute manifestations associated with trauma may want to seek immediate treatment as these 

stressors on the brain can lead to prolonged symptoms, and an eventual diagnosis of PTSD 

(APA, 2013, Elzinga & Bremner, 2002; Sarid & Huss, 2010).  ASD symptoms can include 

hypersensitivity, memory loss, disruptions in sleep, guilt, and impulsive behavior (APA, 2013). 

Cumulative/complex trauma.  There appears to be a detrimental effect when multiple 

traumas occur throughout a person’s lifetime (Miller-Karas, 2015; Naff, 2014; Shapiro and 

Forrest, 2004).  Cumulative trauma is a term used to refer to the effects of multiple traumas 

(more than one), that can leave a person feeling fearful and hopeless, and can have significant 

physical and emotional impairment (Miller-Karas, 2015; Naff, 2014; Samuels-Denis, Ford-

Gilboe, Wilk, Avison, & Ray, 2010).  Cumulative trauma is defined as a combination of different 

forms of trauma over a lifespan, and can include both little “t” and big “T” traumas (Lenoff, 

2014; Naff, 2014).   

According to Lenoff (2014), cumulative trauma can also be the result of prolonged 

neglect and poor attachments in early childhood that leave an individual feeling unprotected and 

unsafe.  The long-term exposure to multiple traumatic events, typically in childhood, has been 

referred to as complex trauma, and it has resulted in difficulties with relationships, and an overall 

negative view of the world (Lawson, 2014).  Complex trauma can create a survival mentality 

where individuals act in a way that will keep them alive and out of danger.   Severity of 

symptoms is typically related to the age at which the trauma occurred (Lawson, 2014).  

Cumulative/complex trauma has a greater impact on an individual’s overall psyche than a single 

traumatic event, and has been seen to cause more mental and emotional distress, making it 

difficult to reframe negative thinking (Lawson, 2014; Lenoff, 2014; Martin et al., 2013; Naff, 
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2014).  As a result of cumulative trauma, individuals often develop low self-esteem, insecurities, 

and emotional imbalance (Lenoff, 2014; Naff, 2014).     

The Effects of Trauma on the Brain 

The brain is a complex network of neural pathways that has both a right and left 

hemisphere; the right hemisphere has been seen as lacking in verbal communication skills, and is 

considered to be more emotional than the left hemisphere; while the left hemisphere held logic, 

and tended to be associated with cognitive thinking (Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; 

Shore, 2014).  While the sides of the brain are different, the right and left hemispheres must 

integrate and find balance in order to do effective trauma work, which is commonly referred to 

as bilateral processing (Cozolino, 2002; Riley, 2004; Shore, 2014).   

During early trauma, the right hemisphere has not developed properly, and as a result, the 

capacity for empathy, self-awareness, and the ability to self-soothe were greatly impacted 

(Shore, 2014).  Traumatic memories also tended to be more emotional, and therefore, nonverbal.  

As a result, these memories have been difficult to access and have had a lasting negative impact 

on the client (Hass-Cohen et al., 2014).  “When posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) persists, 

traumatic memories increase” (Hass-Cohen et al., 2014, p.  69).  According to Hinz (2009), 

traumatic events diminish the capacity of the left-brain to function properly, which limits affect 

regulation and verbal processing.  Also, because traumatic memories were non-verbal, and/or 

difficult to express verbally, and stored in the right hemisphere, they tended to be timeless, and 

often lack meaningful context (Hass-Cohen et al., 2014).   

Treatment Models for Trauma  

Psychological First Aid (PFA).  Unlike a bodily injury that requires physical first aid, 

trauma, post-traumatic stress, and emotional disruptions require psychological first aid (PFA) 
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(Kress & Paylo, 2015).  PFA is an evidence-based intervention that was developed by the 

National Center for Child Traumatic Stress in the post 9/11 era, and involves calming the client, 

creating a feeling of safety, and helping to build on the client’s strengths, and should be 

administered as quickly as possible after a traumatic event has occurred.  PFA does not require a 

professional to be present, and can be performed by a layperson, or even the victim himself; 

clients can also use self-soothing techniques and other methods to help themselves through a 

crisis until a counselor can assess which therapeutic treatment is most suitable for the situation 

(Kress & Paylo, 2015; McCabe et al., 2014).   

When treating clients who have trauma symptoms and/or PTSD, grounding techniques 

have been shown to be an effective way to help deactivate triggering symptoms.  This could be 

accomplished by helping them connect to their bodies and surroundings by emphasizing the here 

and now (Kress & Paylo, 2015; Shapiro, 2010).  Grounding techniques focus on creating a sense 

of calm by reducing the feelings of chaos and outside influences (Kress & Paylo, 2015; 

Lancaster, Teeters, Gros, & Back, 2016).  This can be achieved through various methods, 

including: deep breathing; mindfulness; focusing on the senses; movement; and tactile sensations 

(Kress & Paylo, 2015; Lancaster et al., 2016; Shapiro, 2010).   

The Benefits of Art Therapy on the Treatment of Trauma 

It has been stated that art therapy could successfully treat trauma because it allowed 

patients to express themselves nonverbally, and access preverbal and nonverbal memories that 

were stored in the right hemisphere of the brain (Chapman, 2014; Chapman et al., 2001; Gantt & 

Tinnin, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Howie, 2016; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  According to 

Morgan and Johnson (1995), “Art therapy provides an isomorphic arena for the expression  

of the traumatic material” (p. 246).  Art therapy also allows access to the sensory-motor 
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sensations that are encoded in the brain by tapping into images and emotions associated with 

early traumatic experiences (Chapman, 2014; Chapman et al., 2001; Gantt & Tinnin, 2009; Hass-

Cohen et al., 2014; Howie, 2016; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Sarid & Huss, 2010).  According to 

Sarid & Huss (2010), “The art process and product becomes the symbolic container of traumatic 

memories” (p. 10). 

Building off of the ETC, and utilizing the art process combined with the verbal and non-

verbal, visual narrative, Chapman (2001) developed the Chapman Art Therapy Treatment 

Intervention (CAATI), and later the Neurodevelopmental Art Therapy (NDIT).  Both methods 

and utilized kinesthetic, sensory, and cognitive experiences to assist children and adolescents 

who have experienced both short-term and long-term traumatic symptoms, as well as acute post 

traumatic symptoms. (Chapman, 2014; Chapman et al., 2001; Lusebrink, 1990). Through a case 

study on a toddler, a child, and an adolescent, Chapman explored the ways both frameworks 

accessed both the right and left hemispheres of the brain through visual and verbal directives, 

and encouraged expression in order to integrate traumatic memories, and reduced negative affect 

(Chapman, 2014; Chapman et al., 2001; Lusebrink, 1990). In order to study the efficacy of the 

CAATI on post traumatic symptoms in children and adolescents, Chapman et al. (2001) 

conducted a prospective, randomized study on hundreds of patients, ages seven to 17, who were 

hospitalized at San Francisco General Hospital, over a 10-year period. Although there were no 

significant changes in PTSD scores, the study indicated that the CATTI may be effectual in 

reducing acute stress symptoms.  

Morgan and Johnson (1995) conducted a seminal study to examine the efficacy of a 

drawing task versus a writing task on the reduction of nightmares was explored with two 

Vietnam Veterans who had been diagnosed with PTSD.  Both participants volunteered to 
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participate in a 12-week intervention that alternated between drawing and writing about 

nightmares, a symptom of PTSD in the DSM-IIIr, immediately after they occurred. Using 

cognitive and symbolic approaches, both participants preferred drawing, and actually gave up 

writing about their nightmares in the final week of the intervention because they found it to be a 

frustrating experience, and felt it was too difficult and ineffective (APA, 1986). The results of the 

study showed a reduction in the frequency, intensity, severity, sleep difficulty, and startle 

response when the participants drew about their nightmares (Morgan & Johnson, 1995). . 

Many directives, such as mask making (Jones, Walker, Drass, & Kaimal, 2018; Walker, 

Kaimal, Gonzaga, Myers-Coffman, & DeGraba, 2017), clay therapy (Kruk, Aravich, Deaver, & 

deBeus, 2014; Nan & Ho, 2017), therapeutic doll making (Feen-Calligan, McIntyre, Sands-

Goldstein, 2009; Stace, 2014), visual journaling (Mims, 2015), exploring fluid and restrictive 

media (Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Malchiodi, 2012), and the use of visual storytelling (Gantt & 

Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Hass-Cohen, Bokoch, Findlay, Clyde Witting, 

2018; Tinnin  & Gantt, 2013; Steele & Kuban, 2012) can be successfully used to help relieve the 

symptoms of trauma through art therapy as well.  By promoting resiliency, increasing capacity to 

experience positive emotions, and offering reflective distance, art therapy has provided a visual 

voice that could help clients reach a less stressful, and more satisfactory baseline (Hass-Cohen et 

al., 2018; Hinz, 2009; Miller, 2014; Steele & Kubin, 2012; Tinnin  & Gantt, 2013;  

Walker et al., 2017).   

Art therapy has been seen as a way to cognitively restructure nonverbal memories stored 

in the right hemisphere and transfer them to the left hemisphere, as a way to reprocess the 

memories, and put them in the past (Chilton, 2013; Gantt & Tinnin, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 

2014; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Sarid & Huss, 2010).  Once the left and right hemispheres are 
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integrated, there was an opportunity for flow to occur, and a holistic feeling of balance and 

overall wellbeing could be achieved through the art process (Chilton, 2013; Hinz, 2009; 

Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  The emotional effects of traumatic memory could also be 

significantly diminished “through the development of a coherent trauma narrative, which shifts 

traumatic memories to declarative memory” (Howie, 2016, p. 655).  Two specific frameworks 

used in art therapy to work with information processing in the brain to effectively reduce trauma 

symptoms are the ETC and the formal GN (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 

1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  

The Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) 

The ETC is a theoretical framework proposed by Kagin and Lusebrink (1978) that was an 

amalgamation of many theoretical approaches, including cognitive and Gestalt Art Therapy 

(Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink, Mārtinsone & Dzilna-Šilova, 2013).  The ETC was a stepwise 

approach, a continuum that emphasizes the bipolar relationship between Kinestetic and Sensory 

components; Affective and Perceptual components; and Cognitive and Symbolic components 

that are interconnected by Creativity (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 2010; 

Lusebrink et al., 2013).  The framework was based on the belief that by strengthening or 

highlighting one polarity of the continuum, the involvement in the other polarity naturally 

decreases (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink et al., 2013).  The 

various levels allowed for movement from one style of expression to another, with less 

emotional rigidity, allowing for more customized treatment based on the needs of the client 

(Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink, 2010, Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016; Lusebrink et al., 2013).   

Lusebrink also hypothesized a correlation between the levels of the continuum and the different 

areas of the brain that are responsible for processing visual information (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & 
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Lusebrink, 1978; Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink et al., 2013).   

The ETC is described as a continuum of three hierarchal levels that directly correspond to 

the processing of sensory information in the occipital, temporal, and parietal lobes (Fuster, 2003; 

Lusebrink 2010; Lusebrink et al., 2013). In the brain, the parietal lobes and the temporal lobes 

are located on both hemispheres of the brain, and work to processing sensory input (Lusebrink, 

2010).  According to Fuster (2003), there are three hierarchical tiers of sensory information 

processing that occur in the temporal and parietal lobes of the brain during art expression that 

directly parallel the three step-wise levels of the ETC. Due to neural wiring and anatomy, 

Fuster (2003) believed that information could be processed and disseminated through parallel 

processing, like the bipolar relationship of the ETC, or in a bottom-up, or top-down, 

approach.  Kinesthetic and sensory activities and expressions, which are both regulated by 

emotional or affective stimuli, are then integrated with simple cognitive mental activities through 

the process of art therapy (Lusebrink, 2010). 

The kinesthetic/sensory level, for instance, correlates to more simplistic sensory 

processing that occurs in the parietal and temporal lobes, and the brain processing becomes 

more complex as you ascend to affective/perceptual, and then the cognitive/symbolic levels of 

the ETC. The creative component can occur anywhere on the continuum, or can represent 

a culmination of all the components being used successfully, and being integrated together 

(Lusebrink et al., 2013). Each level of the ETC is composed of two bi-polar polarities; 

strength on one side of the continuum could highlight a weakness on the other (Lusebrink  

et al., 2013).  

The negative effects of trauma can be reduced by using various techniques on the ETC 

that range from kinesthetic activities, intended to simply release energy, to experimenting with 
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the affective/perceptual component, intended to express or control more powerful emotions, with 

the aid of both restrictive and fluid art media (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink, 2010; 

Lusebrink et al., 2013).  According to Lusebrink, the bipolar framework of the ETC reflects the 

bilateral functioning of the brain; therefore, the modality could be used to successfully improve 

trauma symptoms by meeting a client where he/she is, and then moving him/her up or down, or 

side to side, on the continuum, depending on where the client exhibits strengths and weaknesses 

(Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  

Kagin and Lusebrink (1978) wrote about media variables and described how art materials 

can impact the ETC as well. The use of art media and materials can have a significant impact on 

the processing that occurs on the Expressive Therapies Continuum (Kagin & Lusebrink, 1978; 

Hinz, 2009). For example, restrictive media, which is considered to be highly structured and 

easier to control, can help contain affect, and also activate cognitive responses; while fluid 

materials, those considered to be low structured, are less difficult to manipulate, and tend to 

release affect (Haeyen et al., 2017; Hinz, 2009; Malchiodi, 2012).  According to Hinz (2009), 

“The more fluid the media, the more likely an expressive experience is to evoke emotion” (p. 

106). How a client interacts and responds to a particular medium is also significant, and can offer 

information about personal preferences and information processing (Malchiodi, 2012). Media 

choices can have an impact on information and sensory processing in the brain as well 

(Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  “Media choices can influence processing channels to promote or 

contain brain functioning” (Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016, p. 50).  

Lusebrink (2010) also believed the ETC could be used as an assessment tool, and 

reported that it was a way to provide “guidelines for starting points, pathways, and goals in art 

therapy” (p. 171).  According to Hinz (2009), through the use of the ETC, and by observing a 
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client’s preference for media, interaction with media, stylistic or expressive elements of the final 

artwork, and considering verbal communication, one could make an informal assessment about 

how s/he is currently processing information. With this knowledge, the art therapist could then 

make decisions about future art therapy with the intention of improving one’s strengths and 

improving one’s weaknesses by moving up or down the continuum (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & 

Hinz, 2016).  Difficulties in one area of the ETC, and/or an aversion to certain media may be 

linked to brain functioning and processing as well (Lusebrink 1990; Lusebrink, 2010; Lusebrink 

& Hinz, 2016).      

The Graphic Narrative/Narrative Trauma Processing 

The Graphic Narrative can be traced back to Morgan and Johnson (1995) who used 

drawings to help war veterans process their nightmares and help treat PTSD symptoms (Howie, 

2016).  Since that time, the graphic narrative has been used in many forms to help reprocess 

trauma in the brain, and to access non-verbal memories (Chapman, 2014; Chapman et al., 2001; 

Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Howie, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).   

Narrative trauma processing can train the brain to become resilient and balanced in response to 

stressors and traumatic events, rather than being vulnerable and deregulated (Hass-Cohen et al., 

2014; Hass-Cohen et al., 2018).  The goal of narrative trauma processing is to rid the client of 

intrusive and provocative manifestations, and to be more present in the here and now by getting 

closure (Howie, 2016; Gantt & Tinnin, 2007; Steel & Kuban, 2012).  This is a collaborative 

approach, and is accomplished by transferring non-verbal memories from the right hemisphere of 

the brain, and restructuring them in a way that they can be reprocessed in the left hemisphere of 

the brain so they can ultimately be put into the past and seen as nothing more than a part of 

history (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Hass-Cohen et al., 2018; Howie, 2016).   
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Gantt & Tinnin (2000, 2007) developed the GN as a unique approach to using art to treat 

all forms of trauma by integrating both the left and right hemispheres of the brain (Howie, 2016; 

Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  Before starting the GN, the client is asked to create a safe place with art 

materials, or some other form of expression (e.g., sand tray) that will help him/her to stay 

grounded throughout the process (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000, 2007; Howie, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 

2013).  An image of this safe place is displayed throughout each session, and allows the client to 

find refuge if he/she disassociates or feels unsafe for any reason (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000, 2007; 

Howie, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  

According to Gantt & Tinnin (2000, 2007), and later supported by Howie (2016), using 

nine drawing directives, the GN is designed to bypass the verbal brain, and access repressed or 

dissociative memories.  By drawing in “observer mode,” the client established a certain amount 

of emotional distance depicting the traumatic events as they might have played out in a movie 

sequence, rather then drawing what happened from his/her point of view (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000, 

2007; Howie, 2016; Steel & Kuban, 2012; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  Gantt & Tinnin (2000, 2007) 

believed that drawing “before” and “after” images also aided in the process of transferring the 

traumatic events into the past.  Once the dissociative images were put down on paper, and 

verbally processing occurred, closure of the traumatic event could be achieved, and symptoms 

often improved in just a few days.  By reprocessing non-verbal information in a GN, the client 

could finally put traumatic memories in a historical context, and no longer relive the pain and 

fear.  As a result, clients gained more self-confidence and were better able to function in the here 

and now (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000, 2007; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; Hass-Cohen et al., 2018; Howie, 

2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).   
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Altough the GN is structured, in that the process calls for certain steps to be taken in 

order to successfully transfer traumatic memories into memories of the past, there is some 

flexibility in the way therapists and clients can approach the process (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000, 

2007; Howie, 2016). The client is asked to create an image of a “safe place,” however, this can 

be done with fluid and/or restrictive media, and there are no guidelines or recommendations 

about size or type of paper used (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000; Howie, 2009). In addition, the nine 

images that tell the trauma story are to be told from the point of the observer; but how they are 

drawn, and what is included, is completely up to the client, and can be more or less detailed 

depending on the client’s willingness to share (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000; Howie, 2009). In addition, 

if the client is triggered by drawing in observer mode, or is unable to distance himself/herself 

from the events, the therapist may alter the nine-step protocol, and tailor it to fit the client’s 

needs by asking him/her to draw a floor plan of the where events took place instead (Gantt & 

Tinnin, 2000; Howie, 2009). Drawing a floor plan, rather than an event in observer mode, can 

also offer safety and increase emotional distance (Gantt & Tinnin, 2000; Howie, 2009). 

Summary 

 The research provided an understanding of trauma, and explored how traumatic events 

can have both immediate and lasting impacts, and create a feeling of hopelessness and terror. It 

defined the different types of trauma, including PTSD, which is defined by the DSM as 

symptoms lasting more than a month after the traumatic event, as well as ASD, which are more 

acute symptoms that occur immediately following the exposure to trauma (APA, 2013). The 

research also helped to explain how trauma is processed in the brain, and uncovered ways in 

which healing can occur. It explored some methods that can be performed by laypersons to 
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promote healing, as well as more clinically proven therapeutic frameworks, such as the 

Expressive Therapies Continuum and the Graphic Narrative.  

An academic survey was then conducted to find out how these art therapy frameworks 

are utilized by professionals working in the field. The survey was intended to gather information 

about the similarities and differences between the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC), and 

the Graphic Narrative, when used with patients experiencing traumatic symptoms.  Both art 

therapy techniques have been used to unblock pre-verbal memories that were stored in the left 

hemisphere. The intention of the ETC in trauma work was also to offer more flexibility, and to 

help clients become more or less emotionally expressive, depending on where they began the 

process, and what they need most out of a therapeutic milieu (Hinz, 2009; Kagin & Lusebrink, 

1978; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).   

On the other hand, the GN is very systematic, and more structured, in its approach to 

helping clients document traumatic experiences from the point of view of an observer, in order to 

put some distance between themselves and the trauma (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Howie, 

2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  This distance can allow the client to let go of the negative 

experiences, and see them as nothing more than historical events (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; 

Howie, 2016; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  Before beginning this study, it was given the approval of 

the Institutional Review Board of Saint-Mary-of-the-Woods-College.  The study was supervised 

by the school administration in an attempt to broaden the field of research on the study of 

trauma, and art therapy in general.   
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CHAPTER III 

Methodology 

Participants 

Participants were recruited through the national, state, and local American Art Therapy 

(AATA) chapters, professional recommendations, and snowball sampling (Noy, 2008).   A 

preliminary email was sent one week prior to sending the survey, to inform possible participants 

of the upcoming survey, and to recruit art therapists based upon their use of the ETC and/or the 

GN in art therapy practices, when working with clients who suffer from trauma symptoms.  

From a population of Registered Art Therapists (ATRs) across the country, who attempt to use 

either in practice to reduce client’s symptoms of trauma, a convenience sample consisting of 

more than 100 ATRs were asked to participate in this study.  The participants were volunteers 

who responded to an email requesting their participation in a thesis survey that would explore the 

efficacy of the ETC and the GN in the treatment of trauma symptoms.  A link was also posted to 

Facebook and LinkedIn sites of state AATA chapters, that agreed to support the research.   

Those who did use either the ETC and/or the GN in practice were asked to complete the 

survey.  Of the 30 art therapists who responded, 26 qualified for and completed the survey. Of 

those 26, nine reported using both frameworks in practice, 15 reported using only the ETC, 

threereported using only the GN, and four did not complete the survey, and/or were disqualified 

because they reported that they did not use either framework. 

Table 1 shows the demographic data as a way to better illustrate the persons who 

participated in this study.  Of those who participated, 88% were female (24), 61% were 

Caucasian (16) 73% were masters level art therapists, and all levels of experience were well 

represented.  Most importantly, 88% of participants (23) reported that they primarily work with 
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trauma survivors.   

Table 1 

Demographics, populations, and work settings of respondents 

Gender Female Male    
 24 2    
      
Age 20-30 30-40 40-50 50 plus NA 
 2 8 8 7 1 
      
Race Caucasion Multiracial Other   
 16 2 8   
      
Education/ 
Certifications 

Masters Level Doctorate Level Board Cert. 
(BC) 

Registered 
(ATR) 

Other 

      
 19 1 11 10 7 
      
Location Reside/Work 

in the US 
Reside/Work 
outside the US 

   

 22 4    
      
AATA 
Membership 

Current member Past member    

 19 24    
      
Years Practicing 0-5 5-10 10-20 20 plus  
 8 5 7 6  
      
Populations ATs 
work with 

Trauma survivors Other DSM 
Disorders 

Conflict 
Resolution 
 

Addictive 
Behaviors 

Health/ 
Age 
Issues 

 23 23 15 10 12 
      
Environment Hospital/Health-care 

Facility 
Private Practice/ 
Wellness  

School Other  

 8 5 4 9  
      
Work Setting Individuals Groups Families Couples  
 23 15 14 6  

 

Information about informed consent was included at the beginning of the survey, and by 

choosing to answer the questions and clicking “accept,” participants provided consent to 

participate in the study.  Of the 14 respondents who agreed to follow-up interviews, the four 

successfully able to be scheduled, and/or provide additional information, signed an additional 

informed consent form.  The form indicated that (1) the study was concerned with two art 
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therapy frameworks used in the treatment of trauma; (2) that participants were not required to 

participate in the study; and (3) if they chose to participate, they could withdraw from the study 

at any time, without penalty.  All ATRs signed the form and fully cooperated with the study.  

Because a sample of convenience was used, generalizations to populations should be made with 

extreme caution. 

Participation in the study was completely voluntary, with the convenience sample 

consisting of art therapists who responded in the allotted time frame of two weeks.  Participation 

in the study was open to all art therapists who used the ETC and/or the GN in their current 

practice with trauma patients, and who were current masters and doctorate level professionals, 

with or without credentials, regardless of membership in a professional art therapy association.  

Participants were informed that while the researcher was likely aware who had participated in the 

survey, survey data would only be analyzed at the aggregate level (Creswell, 2014).   

Measures 

Attitudes towards the two different frameworks being compared in this study were 

measured with a questionnaire.  Interviews were then conducted after surveys were gathered to 

get a deeper understanding of the variations of each technique, as well as the particular 

circumstances in which each framework might be most effective.  The final responses to the 

survey were analyzed for common themes, and conclusions were drawn about the specific 

reasons art therapist prefer one, or both, of these two different frameworks based on the answers 

given.   

The survey contained open-ended questions intended to gain as much information as 

possible about art therapists’ opinions about their preferred framework, as well as detailed 

information about why they felt one framework was better than the other.  The questionnaire also 
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allowed them to introduce a third option, if they felt there was a framework that worked better 

than either the ETC or the GN in the treatment of trauma.  The questionnaire also asked about art 

assessments, to see if there was a correlation between either of these frameworks and specific 

assessments for identifying trauma symptoms.   

Research Design 

The methodology used in this pilot study was a qualitative survey.  The researcher 

studied a convenience sample of the art therapist population through the use of a questionnaire 

and follow-up interviews.   Conclusions were drawn about which framework(s) were most 

effective in reducing trauma symptoms based on the opinions and observations of professional 

art therapists currently working in the field.  The researcher utilized an online survey to collect 

data from individuals with various levels of art therapy training and experience, to get a broader 

sampling, and to reach more people across the country. 

The use of the Internet was also cost-efficient, and made gathering data faster and more 

accurate, with the assistance of an online survey program.  The survey was the most effective 

way for the researcher to reach a wide sample of art therapists, and ask necessary information in 

a concise format.  It also increased the response rate, and saved time (Creswell, 2014).  The 

survey was cross-sectional, and got results based on a moment in time.  This pilot study was 

based on a qualitative survey, combined with semi-structured interviews, and provided an 

understanding into why participants preferred one theory over the other based on obervations and 

perceptions from art therapists working in the field of trauma, and the emergence of meaning 

from the data (Creswell, 2014).   

Research Instruments  

The online survey program, Wufoo (www.wufoo.com), was chosen by the researcher 
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because it was a cost-effective interface that was simple to use, was efficient in creating and 

disseminating online surveys with customizable templates, it collected feedback, and tracked and 

stored the data anonymously.   The survey was a Narrative Inquiry, and consisted of in-depth, 

original questions written by the researcher that were geared toward gaining a wealth of 

knowledge among professionals in the field who have experience utilizing the ETC and the GN 

in the reduction of trauma symptoms. By surveying a small group of participants, the researcher 

intended to analyze in-depth explanations on the topic from people who have life experience, and 

could explore the similarities and differences between the two frameworks, from their point of 

view (Leavy, 2015). The researcher chose the Narrative Method to focus on two different 

approaches to the treatment of trauma, in hopes of collecting differing opinions from 

professional art therapists who were currently treating patients with trauma symptoms, on an 

anonymous basis (Kaiser & Deaver, 2013).  The researcher expected to gain insight into why one 

modality may be more effective in the reduction of trauma symptoms over another; or to see if 

art therapists were utilizing both frameworks, and if so, to get a narrative about what specific 

successes they were seeing with clients in their daily practices.  The researcher also included 

questions about the demographics of the participants that were similar to those used in the 

AATA membership survey, in an attempt to understand various factors that may have influenced 

responses (Elkins & Deaver, 2015). 

The Survey.  The researcher developed the survey used in this study by analyzing 

relevant literature.  The survey included 22 questions that were broken into two sections.  The 

first section covered informed consent, as well as questions intended to screen out participants 

who did not utilize either framework.  The second section included questions about 

demographics, questions that were intended to gain information about opinions on both 
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frameworks being studied, the reasons for using those frameworks, and specific instances where 

one, and/or both frameworks, had been shown to be successful with symptom reduction.   

At the beginning of the survey, the purpose of the study, information pertaining to 

informed consent, and confidentiality were summarized in a clear format.  The survey included 

multiple choice questions, checkboxes, rating scales, and open-ended questions.  Participants 

were also asked if they would like to participate in a follow-up interview.  Due to scheduling 

difficulties, and for accuracy, the majority of those interviews were conducted through email.   

 After building the survey on Wufoo, the link was pretested by several instructors at Saint 

Mary-of-the-Woods College, as well as members of the researcher’s cohort to gain feedback 

about the relevance of the questions, and to test the technical aspects of the link.  According to 

Kapitan (2010), validity is improved when surveys are pretested, and the researcher ensures “that 

each item is clear, objective, (and) relevant to the research problem” (p. 69).  Contact 

information was included as well, in the event that a participant wanted additional information, 

or had questions regarding the survey. 

Data Collection and Storage 

Data collection was completed during a 2-week period in September, 2018.  An email 

went out to local American Art Therapy Association (AATA) chapters, professors at Saint Mary 

of the Woods College, and art therapists in the researcher’s sphere, with a link to the survey, 

which was generated through Wufoo.com.  Recipients were also asked to forward the email to 

art therapists they knew, who might be interested in participating.  A link to the survey was also 

posted to local AATA Facebook pages, LinkedIn pages, and Twitter.  At the one-week mark, a 

reminder email with a link to the survey was disseminated as well.  Information that was 

collected was stored on Wufoo.com, and the names of those participants, as well as the 
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information regarding follow-up interviews, will remain confidential, and be kept in the 

researcher’s possession. 

Data Analysis 

The qualitative data that was collected was stored using Wufoo (www.wufoo.com).  The 

open-ended questions, demographic information, and follow-up interviews, were reviewed, 

processed, and analyzed by the researcher who played the role of an objective viewer, trying to 

ask probing questions, and putting together a visual image of the themes (Creswell, 2014).  

Results from those who completed the survey, but who indicated that they did not utilize 

either method being studied, were removed from the analysis.  Some omitted questions may have 

been the result of confusion and/or the participant did not feel the question directly pertained to 

him/her.  Specifically, one participant answered that s/he did not utilize one or both of the 

frameworks in question #4, but later, when asked what framework he/she used most often when 

working with patients who suffer from traumatic symptoms, s/he put the ETC as the answer, 

although there was an option to include a framework not being studied.  That participants’ other 

responses also supported the use of the ETC, which indicated that the answer to the fourth 

question was an error. The data from this participant was included in the overall analysis.  

The researcher reviewed, analyzed, coded, and reread the Narrative Data, several times, 

in a recursive process, to draw thematic conclusions (Creswell, 2014). Narrative analysis was 

used to examine and record patterns that emerged from the abundance of information that was 

gathered from the participants who reported on their life experiences. The data was then 

configured in a coherent way, to make it interesting to the reader, and to represent multiple 

viewpoints.   The overall analysis was calculated to show who utilized each modality, and what 

their backgrounds were, to see if any themes emerged.  The researcher reported on how well the 
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results answered the original research statement using graphs, charts, and quotations. Using an 

Excel spreadsheet, and color-coding words and concepts that were repeated among participants, 

the researcher was able to count and report on the themes that emerged. 

Validity 

Validity of the survey was tested by administering a practice survey to the researcher’s 

cohort and faculty members ahead of time in order to get feedback about the clarity and 

relevance of the questions, and to test the online program before sending out the survey to 

potential participants.  Information and data were gathered from a number of distinct sources. 

Firstly, an in‐depth literature review helped to identify critical questions, to set the context of the 

research, to highlight case studies and previous research studies relevant to the topic of trauma 

and the use of the ETC and the GN. Then information was gathered concerning the opinions of 

art therapists who currently work in the field. This was done through survey questions and 

follow-up interviews, and the results were critically assessed and analyzed for themes. This 

meant that the similarities and differences between the ETC and the GN could be assessed by 

triangulation of art therapists, substantive findings, and evidence-based research.  

Validity was also tested by peer debriefing, through the second reader, Dr. Lisa Hinz, 

who has written extensively about the ETC, and who reviewed and asked questions about the 

results of the study, to ensure the information would resonate with all readers of the analysis. 

This was also achieved through the use of an external auditor, Dr. Jill McNutt, who was 

previously unfamiliar with the study, and who scrutinized the project to improve overall validity 

(Creswell, 2014). Test-retest reliability was not available, as the survey was only implemented 

once for the purpose of this initial study.   
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Ethical Implications 

The ethical implications of this survey were primarily from the convenience sample, 

and the fact that those surveyed already had a preference for one framework over the other.  

The researcher surveyed all art therapists she had access to through AATA and local chapters; 

however, because of the title of the survey, it was likely that art therapists who did not utilize 

one or both of the frameworks being studied did not take the time to open the survey, so there 

was a bias built in to the study.  The intent was to get enough information from a large enough 

sample to be able to explore the similarities and differences, and the positives and negatives, 

of both frameworks from the perspective of art therapists using the frameworks in their daily 

practices. The goal was to better understand which framework may be more beneficial and 

why; however, by doing so, the survey eliminated people who do not utilize the ETC and/or 

the GN, and those ATR’s were not captured in the numbers.   

Researcher Bias 

The researcher was a student of Hinz and was being mentored by her during this study.  

Dr. Hinz is the second reader of this thesis, therefore it is possible that the researcher was 

swayed to view the ETC as having slightly more potential in the treatment of trauma, as 

compared to the GN.  However, the researcher also understood the benefits of the GN, from a 

philosophical and practical approach, through the Instinctual Trauma Response training 

(ITR®), which includes the GN as part of the treatment method.  The ITR® courses are offered 

by Dr. Gantt, the co-creator of the GN, and it is possible that the researcher was swayed by this 

information along the course of the study.  The researcher has also gone through intense therapy 

utilizing the GN, and is personally a strong proponent of its use in trauma work. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Results 

Demographic and Survey Results  

The questionnaire data was collected from the 26 qualified participants who qualified for 

the study. The analysis revealed that 46% (12) of participants, nearly half of all respondents, 

reported using both the ETC and the Graphic Narrative (Figure 1).  The majority of respondents, 

69% (18), preferred the ETC when treating patients with trauma, while 19% (4) actually 

preferred another framework, other than the two being studied in this survey, and only 12% (3) 

preferred the Graphic Narrative above all other modalities when treating patients with trauma 

symptoms (Figure 2).   

 

Figure 1.  A	chart	showing	percentage	of	respondents	who	reported	utilizing	both	

frameworks	in	their	practices	

Figure 2.  A	chart	showing	the	ETC	was	the	preferred	framework	(69%)	among	

respondents	

The qualitative data revealed themes about who is utilizing each of the two frameworks 

surveyed, and which framework was most preferred for the reduction of trauma symptoms.  62% 
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(16) participants were between the ages of 30-50; 88% (23) were female; 61.5% (16) were 

Caucasian; 73% (19) were master level clinicians; and 85% (22) live or work in the US.  

Interestingly, although 93% of participants (24) have had AATA memberships at some point, 

only 73% (19) are currently AATA members.  The majority of participants (31%) were new to 

the field (0-5 years), and 73% (19) work with young adults, between the ages of 18-30.  88% of 

participants (23) reported that they primarily work with trauma patients, on an individual basis 

(88%), in a hospital and/or healthcare facility (31%).  

Reviewing Demographics 

Per the data, younger art therapists, or those new to the field, are utilizing the ETC and 

the Graphic Narrative to a greater extent than those who are older, and/or more experienced.  

The majority of participants who qualified for the study had a Master’s Degree education 

(19), and reported being Caucasion (16).  The two participants who do not work/reside in the 

USA both reported that they preferred the ETC (Table 1). 

Thematic	Analysis 

 The researcher used Excel to analyze and find themes, from the data that was collected. 

The results of the questions concerning demographics and populations were collected and listed 

in an Excel spreadsheet and a Word document (Table 1). The answers to the open-ended 

questions, and the transcripts from the interviews, were exported from woofu.com into an Excel 

spreadsheet, and then copied into a Word document, so it could be color-coded and counted, in 

order to analyze themes. This qualitative study examined the perceptions of art therapists 

utilizing the ETC and/or the GN by asking the following open-ended research questions (see 

Table 2):  
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1. What was your rationale for choosing to use the modality(ies) (frameworks)  

you chose when working with trauma patients?  

2.  Please List a minimum of three (3) reasons why you prefer either the ETC or the 

Graphic Narrative Please be as detailed as possible, and include examples if applicable 

(i.e. Shorter processing time; more flexibilty, etc).  

3.  If you use both the ETC and the Graphic Narrative in your practice to help reduce the 

symptoms of trauma, please explain why (be as specific as possible). Please explain in 

what circumstances each modality is most beneficial, and what are the pros and cons of 

each, in your professional opinion. 

4.  If there is a framework you prefer over the ETC and the Graphic Narrative for the 

processing of trauma and the reduction of trauma symptoms in your art therapy 

practice, what is it, and why do you prefer it? Please be as specific as possible. 

5.  Do you use any specific assessments with individuals who have experienced trauma? 

What are they? 

Table 2 

A description of how the constructs relate to the research questions  

Constructs Indicators Research Question(s) Instrument 

Flexible: 

Characterized by a 

ready capability to 

adapt to new, different, 

or changing 

requirements 

Indicators include: 

a. Flexible/Flexibility 

b. Tailor/Custom design 

c. Highly Adaptable 

d. Non-specific/Open-ended 

e. Client to lead the process 

f. Varies with each patient 

g. Individualized manner 

h. Per comfort level 

i. Entirely up to the client 

Research Questions: 

1, 2, 3, 4 

Open-ended (OE) 

written responses from 

participants (P): 1, 2, 

6, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 

18, 19, 21, 25, 26 

 

Follow-up Interviews 

(FUI) 
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Material choices are 

therapeutic, in and of 

themselves 

Indicators include: 

a. Connect materials to the way 

the brain processes trauma 

b. Limit regression by limiting 

media choices 

c. Gain a sense of control 

d. Materials impact affect and 

cognitive thinking 

e. Express feelings/emotions 

f. Awakening gained through 

exploration 

g. Expanding media tends to 

expand creative expression 

 

Research Questions: 

1, 2, 3 

EO written responses 

from P: 1, 6, 13, 14, 

15, 17, 18, 20, 23 

 

FUI 

 

 

Table 2 (Continued) 

ETC as an informal 

assessment tool (to gain 

information and 

determine future steps) 

 

 

Indicators include: 

a. Provides a framework 

b. Determine art therapy 

projects 

c. Inform art therapy work 

d. Depict at what level client is 

functioning 

e. Inform future steps 

f. Can serve as an initial 

assessment tool 

g. Give clear treatment guide 

h. Gauge level of care 

i. Prescriptive 

j. Provides a framework for art 

therapy approaches 

k. To assess 

l. Understanding how client, 

media, and therapist interact 

m. Prefer to use the ETC 

Assessment 

 

 

Research Questions: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

 

 

EO written responses 

from P: 1, 2, 4, 6, 5, 

12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 26 

 

FUI  
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Art therapists are 

using both the ETC 

and the GN to heal 

trauma, and in some 

cases, in conjunction 

with one another.   

Indicators include: 

a. Both can be used 

simultaneously  

b. The two work well together 

c. Not either/or uses 

d. Not exclusive  

e. Use aspects of both 

f. Don’t understand how they 

would be used separately 

g. They blend together  

Research Questions: 

1, 2, 3 

EO written responses 

from P: 1, 4, 5, 6, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 

26 

 

FUI 

  

 

As part of the verification process, written transcripts were provided to all interviewees, 

and all interview participants were asked to approve the document, to be sure the information 

was accurate. The four resulting themes were: (1) material choices are therapeutic, in and of 

themselves; (2) the ETC can be used as an assessment tool; (3) both frameworks provided 

flexibility; and (4) both frameworks are being used, and could be used in conjunction with one 

another.   

Theme 1 

Material choices are therapeutic, in and of themselves.  A theme emerged among 

participants concerning media choices.  It was noted among professionals that regardless of 

the framework being utilized, art materials played a significant role in the therapeutic milieu. 

Giving clients permission to choose their art materials, based on their own comfort level and 

preference, was seen as being crucial in empowering clients, and giving them a level of 

comfort to express themselves in a creative way.   

Participant Nine said that by having a choice of materials, clients could, “maintain a 

sense of control over their media selection while safely and therapeutically expanding their use 

of multiple media options to express their feelings in a way that they feel comfortable.”  Six 
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participants utilize media choices with the ETC framework, as well as the Graphic Narrative.  

When speaking of the GN, Participant Six shared that, “My directives are fairly general, such as 

‘choose the materials that will allow you to express yourself and tell your story through pictures, 

symbols, shapes, word, or whatever comes to you.’” Participant 26 added:  

As I give clients the opportunity to create a Graphic Narrative, I offer various materials 

for the clients to choose from and to use.   Based on their response to the materials and 

how they would like to use them (kinesthetic/sensory, perceptual/affective, and 

cognitive/symbolic - utilizing the ETC here), I encourage discussion about awareness of 

these areas and which materials might help them to achieve the goal that they are 

working toward, within the Graphic Narrative project.   We continue to reassess and 

discuss these areas within the ETC along the way, as the client(s) continue working on 

the narrative project, so that level of comfort or discomfort with the materials can be 

determined.   Our goal here is to continually increase clients' awareness of how the art 

making process affects them, their choices and mark making, and eventual success or 

overall feeling of the experience.    

By utilizing different kinds of art materials, both fluid and restrictive media, and using 

them in different ways, different healing and emergent functions can emerge through the art 

therapy process. Participants were aware of the impact art materials had on trauma treatment, and 

verbalized that success was not solely based on a framework and/or specific directive. Participant 

14 explained that, “The ETC is essentially trauma focused when aware of what materials can do 

to affect and cognitive thinking.” 

Theme 2 

 The ETC can be used as an assessment tool.  Although it is not an evidence-based 
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assessment, 11 participants confirmed that they have used the ETC to assess clients.  Participant 

Five indicated that the ETC was a valuable tool to help find out how a particular client is 

currently processing information (affectively involved or cognitively informed), and what future 

directives may be needed to reduce trauma symptoms.  Participant Six agreed, saying, “I feel as 

though the ETC can serve as an initial assessment tool when working with a new client.” 

Participant Eight said the “ETC indicates clearly the traumatic characteristics, probably exhibited 

in emotional or symbolic signs of artistic expressions that give me clear treatment guide to deal 

with trauma.” Participant 14 said it could be used “to gauge level of care,” and can be 

“prescriptive,” meaning it can help inform a diagnosis, and can also inform future directives. 

Participant 14 said all future work could then be “custom tailor(ed)…specifically to the client 

based on their needs.” Participant 20 added that, “The ETC can be use as a tool or a guide to 

establish therapy, alone,” as it is a way to gain information for future sessions. 

 Although not clinically diagnostic, the ETC does not have the ability to give art therapists 

information about where a client is currently functioning. According to Participant Two, the ETC 

is a  “problem-finding/solution-proposing activity.”  Participant 26 explained that, “The ETC 

seems most effective when used in one session, though (it) can be compared within different 

sessions, and even in combination with the Graphic Narrative, to assess the client's use of media, 

strengths and weaknesses, and expressive style.”  

Theme 3 

Both modalities provide flexibility.  Regardless of the modality that participants 

preferred, 13 of them described the GN and/or the ETC as being flexible.  The ETC was 

described as being flexible by eight participants because many materials and directives could be 

applied while utilizing the framework and it was limitless in its scope, adaptable, and 
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customizable to meet client needs.  Participant 16 said the ETC was an “open-ended approach, 

which varies with each patient, and meets him or her where they are in the moment.” Participant 

Two described the ETC as “a framework for responding to clients in an individualized manner, 

and explained that “The ETC allows clients to start where they're at.” 

 Eight participants used those same words to describe the Graphic Narrative.  By giving 

clients media choices, and allowing them to tell their story in any way they felt comfortable, the 

majority of participants who use the GN felt that it also provided flexibility, and gave clients 

control over the therapeutic process.  According to Participant 11, the “Graphic Narrative has 

predictability, efficient processing time and also flexibility built into the process.”  Participant 13 

wrote, “Many of my clients (adolescents) are untrusting of counseling initially; the graphic novel 

(narrative) allows their story to be told safely and later re-explored,” when they are ready.  In 

other words, the “Graphic Narrative allows patients to have the flexibility to remove themselves 

from the narrative until ready,” explained Participant 19.   

 Those participants felt that the GN allowed clients to have control and individualized 

treatment by allowing them to determine when they were ready to begin the process, and how 

much they were willing to share..  According to Participant Four, this provided flexibility 

because “the client will let me know when they are ready to do the narrative,and if they can 

regulate themselves afterward, and if their family can provide support after the sharing of the 

narrative.   
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Theme 4 

Art therapists are using both the ETC and the GN to heal trauma, and in some 

cases, in conjunction with one another.  As previously stated, nearly half of all participants, 

46% (12) reported using a combination of both the ETC and the Graphic Narrative in effectively 

reducing trauma symptoms.  In fact, Participant Four wrote, “I don't understand how they would 

be used separately.” Seven participants said that they observed what materials a client chooses 

and how they were being used to create the narrative, which was a combination of the two 

approaches.  Participant One said, “I am informed by both the story, the image, and the materials 

the client uses.” Participant Four said, “The client will tell me what media to use and why, 

overtly or through their behavior (which) will inform me.  The client will (then) let me know 

when they are ready to do the narrative.” Seven participants felt the two could be used almost 

simultaneously.  The ETC can be used “in combination with the Graphic Narrative, to assess the 

client's use of media, strengths and weaknesses, and expressive style,” added Participant 26.    

“When used together,” Participant 19 said, “the choice of materials enhances the Graphic 

Narrative.” “I am informed by both the story, the image and the materials the client uses,” said 

Participant One.  “I feel the two work well together.” Although the researcher found nothing in 

the literature review about combining the ETC and the Graphic Narrative in trauma work, it was 

a theme that emerged as a result of the survey. Participants reported that the ETC and the GN are 

not necessarily mutually exclusive, and that by incorporating elements of the ETC, the client can 

benefit from the blending of both frameworks.  

According to Participant 26, The ETC can be used in “combination with the Graphic 

Narrative, to assess the client's use of media, strengths and weaknesses, and expressive style.” In 

the follow-up interview, Participant 26 explained how the ETC and the GN can be used together: 
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As I give clients the opportunity to create a Graphic Narrative, I offer various materials 

for the clients to choose from and to use.  Based on their response to the materials and 

how they would like to use them (kinesthetic/sensory, perceptual/affective, and 

cognitive/symbolic - utilizing the ETC here), I encourage discussion about awareness of 

these areas and which materials might help them to achieve the goal that they are 

working toward, within the Graphic Narrative project.  We continue to reassess and 

discuss these areas within the ETC along the way, as the client(s) continue working on 

the narrative project. Our goal here is to continually increase clients' awareness of how 

the art making process affects them, their choices and mark making, and eventual success 

or overall feeling of the experience.   

When working with the ETC and the GN in the treatment of trauma, participants felt 

that media choices, and the way art materials were used, was significant. They also reported 

that the ETC could be utilized as an informal assessment, and was helpful in obtaining 

information about the current level of functioning of a given client, in order to inform future 

therapy work. Respondents also felt that both frameworks offered flexibility and control by 

allowing clients to customize their treatment, and art therapists are not only utilizing both 

frameworks, but they are, in some cases, blending the two together in order to gain more 

information about their clients.    
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CHAPTER V 

Discussion 

The qualitative data, which was collected through open-ended questions and follow-up 

interviews, revealed four primary themes; (1) material choices are therapeutic, in and of 

themselves; (2) the ETC can be used as an assessment tool; (3) both frameworks provide 

flexibility; and (4) both frameworks are being used by art therapists to heal trauma, and they can 

be used in conjunction with one another.  Nine of the 26 participants made at least one reference 

to the significance of how materials were used, and/or how empowering having control over 

media choice is in the treatment of trauma.  

11 participants reported that the ETC could be used as an informal assessment tool to 

gain information and/or tailor future art therapy to the needs of the client. 13 participants said 

that one or both of the frameworks provided flexibility and control, and could be easily altered to 

meet clients where they currently are. 12 participants reported utilizing both the ETC and the GN 

in the treatment of trauma, and seven participants felt that neither framework was necessarily 

exclusive, and that the client would benefit from combining the two to treat trauma.  

The data from this study indicated that both the ETC and the GN were being used 

successfully by art therapists in the treatment of trauma symptoms.  This was consistent with 

research and case studies (Hinz, 2015; Lusebrink, 1990; Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).  18 

participating art therapists reported that they were incorporating the ETC into their practices, 

and agreed with the research from the Literature Review that materials play a significant role in 

art therapy, regardless of the preferred framework, and inherently elicit different responses and 

experiences from individual clients.   

Although participants did not refer specifically to fluid and restrictive media properties, 
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nine participants (35%) did give specific examples, and supported the idea that allowing clients 

to choose their media was powerful, and the use of art materials alone is therapeutic. Allowing 

clients to choose different media, and watching how they utilize the media, can give a great deal 

of information about brain functioning, where they are on the continuum, and where it is most 

beneficial to go next (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink, 1990; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016).  “Using the ETC 

allows therapists to customize interventions and goals in the treatment of trauma” (Lusebrink & 

Hinz, 2016, p.49). 

11 participants (42%) also reported that they utilized the ETC as an assessment tool, 

which was a surprising development from the survey, since it does not meet the criteria for an 

official assessment.  However, the research did support the idea that by observing media 

preferences and interactions with materials, the ETC can be used to gather information about the 

way a client is processing information, and his/her strengths and weaknesses, as a way to inform 

future art therapy sessions (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink & Hinz, 2016). According to Lusebrink 

(2010), using the ETC as an assessment tool differs from other assessments in that it focuses “on 

clients' strengths and difficulties with information processing on each of the ETC levels rather 

than on psychopathology associated with certain diagnostic categories” (pp. 170-171). 

 13 Respondents (50%) also reported that they felt that both the ETC and the GN provided 

flexibility, which was unexpected, but was supported by the research.   Although the Graphic 

Narrative is systematic in its approach, as part of the process, clients are asked to draw a “safe 

place,” of their choosing, and with the materials they are most comfortable with, as a way to help 

ground them if the processing become triggering; thus promoting the idea of flexibility and 

tailored to fit the needs of the client (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 2014; 

Howie, 2016).  In addition, clients were free to choose what traumas they are ready to process, 
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and how much detail they were willing to share (Gantt & Tinnin, 2007, 2009; Hass-Cohen et al., 

2014; Howie, 2016).  Although there were predetermined steps in the process of the GN, the 

client decided how much information would be shared, and how quickly the process would go, 

making it flexible and customizable. 

A theme also emerged about how art therapists use both the ETC and the GN to heal 

trauma. Nearly half of all participants, 12 (46%) reported using both frameworks in their work 

with trauma.   The quantitative data revealed that 69% of participants (18) said they prefer the 

ETC for the reduction of trauma symptoms; however, 12 participants reported that they believe 

the Graphic Narrative is equally effective with this population, and in some cases, the two 

frameworks were used in conjunction with one another.  As Participant Three noted, “I don’t 

think these are either/or uses.”  

 Only two participants reported using the GN exclusively as a treatment framework; 

however, eight participants found it to be a flexible framework when working with patients 

who have suffered from trauma in their lives.  This was consistent with the research of Tinnin 

& Gantt (2013), who used the concept of the Hidden Observer, first introduced by Hilgard in 

1977, to help clients process pre-verbal trauma that was not in the conscious mind.  

Participant 17 said, “Graphic Narrative gives people a voice who are not ready to speak about 

their trauma yet.  They can speak through their characters.” The use of the Graphic Narrative 

for clients with pre-verbal memories was supported by Tinnin & Gantt (2013) who felt the 

body might react with intrusive body memories and unexplained physiological symptoms, but 

once a picture narrative was developed, and body memories were released, symptoms often 

dissipated as episodes were transformed into historical events (Tinnin & Gantt, 2013).    
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In addition, seven respondents reported using both the ETC and the GN in conjunction 

with one another; and in fact, three participants said they could not imagine using one without 

the other.  The researcher found nothing about this in the review of the literature, but the theme 

emerged as a result of the study and requires further research.   

Limitations 

            There were limitations of this study based on the convenience sample, the 

methodology used, and the limited time frame.  Furthermore, because the sampling was 

chosen based on convenience, and was not chosen randomly, the data is not applicable to the 

overall population of art therapists (Pyrczak & Bruce, 2017).  Furthermore, the small sampling 

also limits the external validity of the study as the information reported from 26 qualified art 

therapists does not necessarily represent the majority of art therapists across the country.   

Possible limitations of the survey also included only getting responses from art therapists 

who have access to the Internet, and who are tech savvy.  Also, the survey relied on self-

reporting, which could have increased validity problems.  However, the survey was convenient, 

and it decreased the room for human error, as there was little to no data entry required (Creswell 

2014).   As stated earlier, the researcher may also have personal biases toward both of these 

frameworks that could impact the analysis of the data.  

Recommendations and Future Studies 

This study and questionnaire could be administered to a larger population of art 

therapists across the country, chosen at random, in order to get more valid results.  This may 

also produce the inclusion of various other methodologies that have not been included in this 

study.  Perhaps there is a third method used in art therapy for treating the symptoms trauma 
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that has not been discussed in this study, and would come to the surface with a broader 

sampling of participants.   

It is also recommended that the two frameworks, the GN, and the ETC, be studied on 

actual participants, to see the outcomes first hand.  If one group of clients who had suffered 

trauma were treated by an art therapist utilizing the ETC over a 12-week period, and one 

group were treated by an art therapist utilizing the GN, while a third group, the control group, 

was not treated at all during those 12 weeks, and the participants were observed and 

interviewed to compare and contrast their experiences and changes in symptoms (if any), 

more information could be gained.   

It is also recommended that there be more research done on how the ETC and the GN 

can be used together to reduce trauma symptoms.  A new survey could be created that asked 

more specific questions about how that is done, and perhaps more information could be 

obtained about the benefits of utilizing multiple methodologies together in the field of trauma, 

as it relates to art therapy. 

Conclusion 

This study compared and contrasted the unstructured framework of the ETC with the 

structured framework of the GN by interviewing and surveying art therapists who use both 

methods for the treatment of trauma with their clients.  The results of the study showed that 

although 18 art therapists who participated reported utilizing the ETC in the reduction of trauma 

symptoms, many also have reported utilizing both frameworks in partnership with one another, 

and that both were viewed as effective in reducing trauma symptoms.  The study showed that 

both the ETC and the GN were flexible frameworks, especially when clients were given some 

control over their processing.  The ETC also has the benefit of being more customized, allowing 
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a personalized treatment framework, which can give art therapists information about how to 

proceed with future directives.  This study showed that art therapists could use the ETC as an 

informal assessment tool.  11 participants valued the evaluative nature of the information, which 

provided directions for future trauma treatment. 

The researcher felt more certain at the end of the process that in order to get truly valid 

results, the study should be done with actual clients who have the opportunity to use both 

Frameworks.  The researcher proposes that future research be done on actual clients, to compare 

and contrast the benefits of the ETC and the GN when treating trauma symptoms, to see if one 

framework performed better than the other, and if so, how and why?  Based on the survey, the 

researcher would also like to study the use of both frameworks together in the reduction of 

trauma symptoms, as compared to a control group who is not receiving art therapy treatment. 
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